State 3A Boys Champs
Controlling Game
Through Defense, Fundamentals
Karolyn Short
Editor in Chief
Athletic Director Todd Rodgers, told head boys’ basketball
coach, John King, when he was
hired 5 years ago, that there was a
culture of winning in Argyle.
“He said these kids just win,”
King said. “And they do. Every
sport, every contest, band academics, these kids win, and I couldn’t
be prouder. Winning is always fun,
but it’s about the journey. Climbing the mountain, community,
fighting through.”
The Argyle Eagles competed at
the state championship boys’ basketball tournament at the Frank
Erwin Center in Austin, Texas Mar.
ch, 8-10. The Eagles first took on
the Lubbock Estacado Matadors,
winning with a 41-34 victory, and
in the final game against Corpus

Christi Miller, Argyle
clenched the state
title with a 44-33
victory.
Similar play was
seen in both games
and according to
Eagle’s head coach,
John King, fundamental basketball
was the key to the
win, and Estacado’s
head coach, Tony
Above: Team celebrates their victory over Roy Miller at the Frank Ewin Center in Austin, March 12. Bottom Left: Senior Andrew
Wagner said that the Resch shoots freethrows against Lubbock. Bottom Right: Clarke Overlander recieves his State MVP trophy. Photos by Matt Garnett.
Eagles were discigood team,” King said. “Our goal
us in the 3rd quarter, but our kids
plined. They executed and blocked was to have good perimeter, and
found ways to overcome.”
out really well.
for the most part we were able to
Discipline and defense have
“You don’t get this far without
accomplish that.”
played a big role in adding to the
being good,” Wagner said. “Fouls
Key charges and some key
winning streak. Cont. on page 8
were like 20 to 10. Any time you
fouls helped along the way, and the
can be disciplined like that and
game ended up being very physikeep the fouls down that’s great.
cal, but Argyle was able to keep
It goes to discipline.” their fouls down.
Early in the Es“We were getting whacked,”
tacado game, senior
King said. “They were getting
guard #23 Clarke
whacked. But we just battled
Overlander was able through that adversity.”
to put points on the
During the final game, the
board and the Eagles Argyle Eagles faced Corpus Christi
were able to take
Miller’s Buccaneers, where the
advantage from the
physicality and discipline continoutside.
ued.
“We knew they
“It was a lot like Estacado,”
were a very, very
King said. “They took the lead on
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Why Should Media
be Independent
of Government?

Kyle Davis
Staff Writer
When we allow media to be independent of the government what
we are essentially doing is creating
a free market system for media.
This means that whichever media
company presents the most pleasing product to the population and
has adequate viewing should rise
to the top by supply and demand.
If people don’t want to watch what
they’re presenting then profits will
drop. Also, if they don’t have large
enough method of distribution their
ratings will never go up because not
enough people would experience
their product.
This does not necessarily mean
that the quality of information will
increase, but rather that news stations will present what people want
to see. In essence, it may not be the
highest quality media, but it will
surely be the most entertaining. The
news and other media become a
reflection of what we want to see, not
an accurate representation of what
is actually happening. By allowing
media to be independent of the government, we start a self-perpetuating
delusion of self-indulgement. While
this may seem like a bad thing, in
reality I don’t see what else people
would want. The media gives people
exactly what the majority of people
want to see, and if you’re not the majority then there is surely a smaller
news station or form of media that
will appeal to you.
Some may say that there is too
much negativity in media for this
to be true; too many graphic deaths
and stories of terrible acts are reported for it to truly be what we want to
see. All the deaths and car pile-ups
on the news can be added up to a

single simple phenomenon; rubberneck. Rubberneck is the act of driving increasingly slow as one passes a
car wreck to see if there is any gore,
or to view the vehicular destruction. It is an innate morbid curiosity that afflicts a large percentage of
the human population; this is again
reflected in the media. While we
may not enjoy people dying or being
tortured in a shed, we have a strange
curiosity for such things.
Free market media creates a
warped looking glass through which
we see the world. However, it’s not
the media that warps our view of
reality, it is in fact us. We are shown
only what we want to see. Upon
realizing this, many become angry
or feel betrayed, but we should not
despair. It is a great conglomerate defense mechanism of the public’s state of
well-being. It allows us
to become more comfortable with the world
around us.
While we may not be
properly informed, we feel as
though we are. Everyone fears what
they don’t understand, when we
watch the news we feel as though we
are gathering accurate information
about what all is out there, and when
we feel as though we know everything that’s out there, no matter how
terrible, we feel like we can conquer
it. It is this kind of security about
our world that free enterprise media
delivers.
If the government had total control of the media they would show
us not what we wanted to see, but
what they wanted us to see. An easily
forgotten fact is that people operate
only on what information they’re
given. If the government were the
only one feeding us information it
would become increasingly easy for
them to manipulate us. This ultimately falls into a system of propaganda and uncomforting miscommunication.

It cannot be denied that the
constitutional argument opposing
government’s involvement in media
is sound, logical, and unquestionably
correct. However, this issue can be
observed from a different perspective: an economic perspective.
In a free market economy goods
are allocated based on demand. A
company can determine whether or
not its product is popular based on
its profit. Profit is in indicator of a
good product while lack of profit is
an indicator of a poor one. If a company lacks in profit, the market does
not approve of the quality and price
of that particular company’s product.
In this system, the consumers hold
the
power. Every
purchase is a
vote towards
efficiency
and an
encouragement
towards
chosen
companies
to proceed
further in
the
production of
their good
or service.
In the media market, the rules
are the same. When media outlets
produce a likable product at a fair
price, they are rewarded with profit.
When media outlets are overtly bias,
write poorly, or cover unpopular stories, they lack in profit. And are then
given a choice to either change their
ways to the demands of the consumers, or go out of business.
This system where consumers
dictate the allocation of resources
and production is the most efficient
economic system known to man.
The freer the markets are, the more
prosperous the people are, because
freedom is essentially opportunity.
The freedom for a businessman to
choose from producing an infinite
amount of different products leads
to a more prosperous society. The

Matson Kane
Staff Writer
freedom for a media outlet to choose
from an infinite amount of stories
to cover leads to a more prosperous
media outlet.
When government steps in and
regulates which stories can be covered and which must be concealed,
the free market becomes a hampered
market, and opportunity dwindles
away. In all industries the flexibility
to choose from a broader scale of
products to produce inevitably leads
to success in the business world. For
example, it cannot be denied that if
an illegal good, not currently in the
market, such as marijuana became
legal for production and sell, then
opportunity would increase. This
increase in the options of goods to
produce would lead to a boom in the
market for marijuana. Wealth would
increase exponentially.
This concept certainly carries
over into the media industry. When
the government allows media outlets
to report any story, rather than banning particular ones, they are broadening their range of products offered
and thus broadening the range of
potential consumers. By reducing the
choices of stories a media outlet can
cover, the government reduces potential consumption. By limiting the
consumers choice of products, the
government not only makes society
less wealthy, but also the industry
effected by regulation, less efficient.
From an economic standpoint,
the government is best left out of the
media market. When the choices of
production are reduced, economic
prosperity is reduced with it. Therefore, a media industry free from the
hindrance of the government will
inevitably be more prosperous.
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The word introvert tends to
come
with a negative connotation
Jeff Butts
to most, but in Susan Cain’s latest
Superintendent
book she sets out to rid those who
Dr. Telena Wright
are shy of what is called the ‘ExtroThe Talon is the official student run publication of Argyle
vert Ideal.’ America’s society is filled
HS. Its contents and views are produced by the student
newspaper staff and do not represent the opinions of the
with gregarious, outgoing businessschool administration, faculty, school board, or Argyle ISD.
Signed guest columns and letters to the editor are welcome men, yet some successful people like
but subject for editing for length, libel, obscenity, and poor Steve Jobs and Bill Gates preferred to
taste. Submissions should be sent to Mrs. Short in room 107. spend hours alone. However, college
Principal

classrooms and large corporations
are consistently tending toward only
one personality type: extroverts.
Group activities force those out of
their comfort zone who prefer to
think independently and work alone,
hindering their ability to create new
ideas. Throughout Quiet, Cain addresses how being an introvert can
actually work as an advantage in this
seemingly extrovert-centered culture and works to help the shy feel
less oppressed for being quiet and
thoughtful. Quiet speaks up for those
who prefer to live inside their own
head and it does this loud and clear.

their own way. The dialogue is realistic and truthfully shows the weight
of emotion each character carries.
Additionally, each person behaves as
expected: the quiet father yelling out
at the teenager who hit his son, the
mother tossing out all reminders of
her child, the grandmother reaching
out with stories of her own loss. Yet
what best displays Lindsay-Abaire’s
talent is through the character of
Jason, the boy who hit the couple’s
son with his car, and the story Jason
writes in honor of the lost child. Rabbit Hole is a story of suffering told
painfully close but convincingly till
the final scene. Lindsay-Abaire provides wisdom in the smallest details,
making a lasting mark for himself as
a profound playwright.

Rabbit Hole, the Pulitzer Prize
winning drama for 2007, tells of a
couple who recently lost their son.
While the play never reenacts the
loss itself, heart wrenching instances
such as when the father records over
the most recent video of their son
or the mother discovering toys left
behind fill this play with profound
emotions, touching on what comes
after a loss. The characters are honest
and sometimes distant from each
other, dealing with the tragedy in
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The Scholastic Art and Writing Awards
Hannah Stanford
Editor in Chief
Recently senior Emma Welsh
received two awards for her writing
in the Scholastic Art and Writing
Awards, a national competition with
a noteworthy roster of past winners including Sylvia Plath, Truman Capote, Andy Warhol and Zac
Posen.
“I entered four pieces into the
region-at-large area,” Welsh said. “I
wrote three short stories—although
two were under 1,300 words, so they
were entered in what is called ‘flash
fiction’—and one set of poems.”
With the help of junior English
teacher, Mrs. Leighann Fenter, Welsh
received a silver key for her poetry
and an honorable mention for one of
her short stories.
“I have Mrs. Fenter edit every-

thing I write, be it college essays or
creative writing,” Welsh
said. “The short story
I received an
award for was
actually the
first story
I’ve ever
finished and
not completely
hated.”
Welsh’s
poetry was
a collection
titled “The Tomorrow Letters,” a
series of poems written to
tomorrow, and her short story
“Empty Frames” told of two men
named Frederick, comparing the old
times to the new.

“My dad didn’t understand my
short story,” Welsh said. “I
was really upset and
at the time it was
the only thing
I had finished
for the
competi
tion. I figured
if my
own dad
couldn’t
understand the
point of my
story then
the judges certainly wouldn’t.
Needless to say I
was shocked to see my
piece receive an award.”
Students had nearly six months
to work on their work, categories
include video game design, science

MURM’s Movie & Music Review
The Lorax

Mariam Palmer
Staff Writer
Visually, The Lorax is a spectacular
piece of entertainment. The colors
are vibrant and the animation style
pays nice homage to the illustrations of Dr. Seuss himself. If there
is one design flaw, it is the younger
version of the Once-ler, who looks
like a composition of just about
everything market researcher’s said
a younger demographic responds
to in a character. He is a ‘hipster/

rocker/bohemian/
nerd’, and looks so
out of place in the
Seussian world that
it is a little distracting. The Lorax is
intended to be a
fable with a message, and the film
does do a decent job
of conveying it in a
thought-provoking
way. Although Dr.
Seuss designed the
story of The Lorax
to be one of environmental awareness, many are worried that the film
is ‘pushing a political agenda.’ The
movie stays grounded in its view
of the Once-ler and his mistakes,
making him out to be misguided,
thinking only in the short-term, not
a monster. The end of the film invests
more effort in preaching environmental responsibility than it does
‘pushing a political agenda.’ Nothing
about this tale is dated, and Seuss’
tilting words and furry creatures live

far removed from anything here
and now. The original Lorax is a
simple, eco-fable that grows with
relevance. It’s timeless. The movie
isn’t. ‘The Lorax exploits few of the
book’s rhymes and neo-Seussisms.
But you know what? The whole thing
is harmless. Most of the padding created is sunny, funny and cute; from a
family of bears thrilled over marshmallows to a spunky grandma. The
romance between Ted (voiced by Zac
Efron) and Audrey (voiced by Taylor
Swift) exists mainly to give the boy
an appropriate hormonal motive in
his quest to find a tree. It is perfectly
sweet.

Music

Glen Hansard is the Academy Award-winning principal songwriter and vocalist/
guitarist for the Irish group The
Frames, and one half
of folk rock duo The
Swell Season.
Best Pick:
The Swell Season
“Falling Slowly”
Elizabeth Woolridge
Grant (Lizzy Grant)bet-

fiction stories, and fashion design.
“I definitely procrastinated,”
Welsh said. “I almost didn’t get my
release forms in the mail in time, and
both of my flash fiction stories were
written a week before the deadline.”
While only people who receive
a gold key go on to the national
competition, Welsh was not upset at
how she did in the contest. Regionat-large competitors enter against
more than just the people in their
state, making the ability to stand out
very difficult. Twenty percent of the
participants receive an “honorable
mention” and up to fifteen percent
receive a silver key.
“I always think people are lying
to me if they say something is good
that I’ve done,” Welsh said. “So now I
feel like an official writer.”

ter known by her stage name Lana
Del Ray, is an American singer and
songwriter.
Best Pick:
Born to Die “Born to Die”
San Cisco is an Australian four-piece
indie pop band. The band consists of
Jordi Davieson (guitar, lead vocals),
Josh Biondillo (guitar, vocals), Nick
Gardner (bass), and Scarlett Stevens
(drums, vocals).
Best Pick: “Golden Revolver” (EP)

Artists Compete
at Annual VASE Competition
Emma Welsh
Staff Writer

On February 25th, a handful
of art students participated in the
VASE competition, or the Visual
Arts Scholastic Event, bringing home
eight district medals. Students are
judged on a scale of one to four,
four being the highest, and are split
up based on the number of years
they have taken art class. If students
receive a four, they are given an opportunity to participate in the state
competition in April, however, while
many talented art students received
a four, the judging proved to be very
harsh at this year’s competition.
“Pieces are judged both based
on its composition and also on an

interview given by the judge to the
piece’s creator,” senior Andrew Wells
said, “The interview mainly entails answering questions about the
meaning of the piece and also positive and constructive criticism on the
artwork.”
All the participants dedicate
countless hours of time to their
work, some cramming the work in
the night before while others finished it months in advance.
“I spent roughly six days putting
the whole thing together,” Wells said.
“That’s typically somewhat rushed
in regards to a VASE piece though.
My piece got a three out of four, with
most of the detracting points coming from the interview, if memory
serves.”

Art of all different mediums
were entered into the competition,
ranging from a colored pencil piece
entitled “Coming of Age” by senior
Rachel McGehee to a skull drawing
inspired by the Spanish “Day of the
Dead” holiday by sophomore Darla
Dreessen.
“The basic concept was of a girl
– the centerpiece of the picture –
painting herself from gray to a mix
of new colors,” McGehee said. “I was
trying to make the statement that
you can’t really get a true sense of
personal freedom until you are of an
appropriate age.”
A majority of the interview for
VASE is based off the artist’s inspiration and meaning behind the
art, demonstrating the amount of
thought each artist truly had to put
in their work.
“There was also a crowd surrounding her filled with a mix of
children and adults,” McGehee said.

“The adults were colored with faded,
worn out colors, to represent age,
while the children were completely
gray, black and white to show that
they were not at the age to “paint
themselves” with their own freedoms
and experiences.”
Students like junior Bailey Lentz
used music to inspire what he put on
canvas; one of his pieces’s displaying
music as the key to one’s heart.
“Each of the two pieces took
about two weeks each,” Lentz said.
“The inspiration was when I’m
confused and don’t know what to
feel, music has a way of helping me
straighten out my thoughts.”
Despite this hard work, many
of the artists feel the judging to be
somewhat skewed because sometimes brilliant pieces will not make
it to state and get beat out by people
who interviewed better.
“The ‘VASE face’,” senior James
Thorpe said, “Easily every other art

Continued on page 11

“Skull” (Pencil) by Darla Dreessen

“Heart Attack” (Pencil, Acrylic paint) by Payton McWhorter

3A State Champs Continued
“We have done a good job in
the playoffs of stressing blocking
out,” King said. “We were trying
not to turn the ball over very many
times against the press. The second half we did a better job of that.
We knew they were a very good
team who scores, and our goal was
to make them be perimeter players
more than penetrators and scorers
as well. I think for the most part
we were able to accomplish that as
our game plan.”
Rebounds were also a key
factor in the score during the first
quarter, with Argyle senior forward #15 Andrew Resch taking 10
rebounds, holding Miller’s offense
to only 12 points.
“If we didn’t get rebounds, it
gives them second chance opportunities,” Resch said. “We have to
hold them to as few points as we
can. That was our goal.”
The second quarter went without any significant improvement
on the 16-12 score, but after the

half, things started to change in the
third quarter when Miller’s center,
#21 Dacain Livingston, scored but
then fouled Overlander, cancelling
out the points. Miller’s forward,
#11 Dale Perryman returned with
a 2 point layup, giving Miller the
lead for the first time, but the
Eagles’ guard #4 Connor York
recovered quickly, coming up with
a game-changing two back-to-back
3 point shots to put Argyle back on
top 27- 21.
“Going into that part, I just had
to keep the confidence,” York said.
“They got me wide open looks and
it’s not that hard when you get
that.”
Miller’s guard #10 Billy Guzman answered with a 2 point
layup, but then Overlander was
fouled by #22 Marquis Lewis, and
Argyle gained 2 more points from
the line. Miller’s #5 Julian Firo
put Miller in bonus by fouling York,
who was successful with 2 more at
the FT line (34-25).
King considers
Connor’s back-to-back
3 pointers and the
points at the line a
catalyst for the game.
“Connor has been a
key point of this whole
run,” King said. “Back
to Lovejoy and Madison, he’s the one who
changed those games.
Connor’s 3rd quar-

ter was huge.”
Coach King also attributes the
strength of this year’s team to everyone’s individual role in helping.
“Every person has their role
and if they don’t do that role, we’re
not successful,” King said. “It was a
total team effort.”
Senior #1 Chadd Bossow, who
also played in the state championship football game in Dec. helped
to contribute to the success of the
boys’ state victory.
“Chadd’s a leader by example,”
King said. “He would do whatever
it took to get that gold medal. He’s
not a guy that cares about stats.
He cares about winning and the
team.”
Coach King put his boys
against tough opponents throughout each season in preparation for
big games.
“Our tempo is dictated by who
we are playing,” King said. “If you
look back, we played against teams
that were so superior. We teach
fundamental basketball. It’s the
little things that neutralize the
other team.”
Seniors, Clark Overlander and
Connor York, have been dreaming
of winning a state championship
since they were in first grade, and
it all goes back to that attitude of
winning.
“You go into the game expecting to win,” York said. “You do everything to win. It’s that attitude.
We want to win.”
Overlander, who was voted
MVP of the state championship

Top Right: Clarke Overlander celebrates his threepointer. Bottom Right: Chadd Bossow pushes the
ball down the court with Connor York in back.
Photos by Matt Garnett.

game, believes this is what he was
meant to do and says they played
exactly the way they were meant
to play.
“Same thing’s happened in every game,” Overlander said. “You
gotta think it’s destiny.”
With 23 seconds left in the
game, Argyle was up 43-33, and
brought in the 2nd string: Nick
Ralston, Carson Cline, Luke McMullen, Chase Kammerer, and
Mike Morris. Junior Carson Cline
was fouled and was able to add
the final point to the board, ending
with Argyle on top 44-33, adding the first boys’ state basketball
championship to Argyle’s short 10
year history.

We Support the Eagles!
 Tree Service
 Landscaping & Clean-up
 Outdoor Fireplaces, Kitchens, &
Patios

What is your goal for this season?

“

It is the same every year: to win state.”

Austin Aune

What advice do you have to give to
younger player hoping to becoming
a varsity baseball player?

“Just work really hard, and don’t ever give
up. All of the players have worked really hard
to bring the tradition of Argyle baseball to
the level it is at now, and they are going to
have to keep that tradition going in the future.

“

What is the overall attitude of the team?

“

We mesh well together and have
a lot of chemistry. Therefore we are very
positive about the season.”

How is the season going so far?

“

“The season is going well, with each game we
learn more and improve more.

Alyssa Bruton
Photos and page design by Matt Garnett. Q&A’s by
Katye Butts, Gabby Bennett, and Cat Clark

What are your expectations for the
upcoming season?

“

How do you think the relationships between teammates and coaches affect the way that they play?

Our expectations
are really high. We
were two outs last
year from going to
Austin. Our goal is
to get to Austin.”

Coach Ricky Griffin

“That is at the top! You are talking about team chemistry. That
is at the very top. That is why this group of kids is so enjoyable
to work with because they are a great group of
kids. I love being around
them, I look forward
everyday to get
to go to practice and games.
Everybody has
a different personality that they
bring to the team
and they do not
necessarily friends
in the hallway but
out on the field they
work very well together.
.

VISIT

“

talon.smugmug.com
View and Order Photos from your school activities today!
All proceeds fund The Talon high school paper.

Argyle Mini
Storage
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4H Article Prepares Students
for the Future
Julie Lenamon
Guest Writer

On February 10, 2012 the Denton County 4H Dairy Judging Team
competed at the San Antonio Livestock Show and Rodeo. There were
91 Future Farmers of America (FFA)
and 4H teams present from all over
Texas. Junior Hunter Lenamon assisted his team in placing 14th overall
earning a combined team total of 852
points.
A four-leaf clover insignia
represents the 4 H. This represents
the head, heart, hands, and health at
work and rhythm together. The goal
of the organization is to teach students skills in leadership, hard work,
responsibility, and most importantly,
showing students how to take these
skills and use them in their daily
lives.

“I apply what I have learned in
4-H every day,” said 4H member
Lauren Kilpatrick. “From cooking
meals, leading a workshop, or shopping for the best CFL light bulb.”
4H is grouped into three main
categories: science, citizenship, and
healthy living, and although it is
mostly involved with avenues that
include agriculture and farming,
such as raising sheep and voting on
cattle, there are other components
to 4H that many students are not
aware of such as speaking, technical
writing, science and technology, and
basic business management skills.
“I have learned good public
speaking skills,” Lenamon said. “I
have also learned how to write an
essay quickly and efficiently.”
Getting hands-on real world
experiences, the 4H youth learns to
become leaders.

April ‘Fooling’ Not Popular
in Today’s World
Cat Clark and Paige Gwartney
Staff Writers

April Fool’s day began around
1582 when the Gregorian calendar
was introduced, changing New Year’s
from April 1st to Jan. 1st. Communication traveled quite slowly back
then, taking years to spread to other
places.
Still others didn’t know how to
take the change and wanted to be rebellious, so they just kept celebrating
New Year’s on the 1st of April. These
people were known as ‘fools’ and
would receive fake letters to parties
and such because of this label. With
this harassment evolving and spreading over time, people continued to
start pranking family and friends
every year on April 1st, building the
creation of the quirky April Fool’s
day.
Only a few Argylian’s have committed or been the recipient of the
occassional prank. In fact, only a

few of the 100 surveyed actually had
participated or been pranked.
“Someone taped the sprayer
down on the sink in the training
room,” Reagan Jefferies said. “And
Rebecca Roberts turned the water on
and it sprayed all over her. She had to
go home and change.”
In every grade at school, no matter what, there seems to always be a
prankster in each bunch.
“I put a mouse in my mother’s
bed.” senior Clayton Cullen said.
“She screamed and tried to kill it.”
Although, these jokes seem
laughable at the time, more often
than not, they are soon forgotten.
Pranksters and fools seem to be fading with the history that created it.
“I don’t even recognize it as a
holiday,” senior Matt Ryon said.
All together, April Fool’s Day
seems to be just another day. So,
make sure you don’t be a fool this
April Fool’s.

“4H teaches you
important life skills,
leadership skills,
public speaking,
and it helps you decide what you want
to do in the future,”
4H member Kaitlyn
Kilpatrick said.
This organization has been
growing rapidly
since it began in
the 20th century and
research conducted
by the organization
shows that students
involved with 4H
make higher marks
in school, are most
likely to attend college, and are more
involved in their community.

4H members participation in the Boer goat
sale. Photo by Julie Lenamon

Starting with Love

in a World Filled with
Hate
cry out for universal brotherhood?
Kyle Davis
Staff Writer

Hate—the most pervasive of all
human emotions. Like a disease it
spreads from person to person. Because when one hates someone, the
hate is sure to be returned. It pits us
against each other for the silliest of
reasons—for the color of our skin, or
the religion that we believe in.
Why is it that we hate? We are
not born knowing hate. We do not
come out of the womb pointing guns
at one other. Instead we yearn for the
love of our family and peers. Do our
most popular inventions not call out
for the goodness in us; do they not

TMSCA
State Champs
Sarah Irons
Staff Writer

The Texas Math and Science
Coaches Association (TMSCA)
hosts math and science competitions throughout the state. This year
students competed at the state meet
in San Antonio on March 16, and for
the tenth year, won the state championship.
The team, coached by Cliff McCurdy, Kimberly Kass, and Gayla
Burnett came home with awards in
every event, including scholarhips
for Top Guns Ben Woolums and Jon
Clark.
“It is very difficult to be top gun
at TMSCA, and it is extremely rare
to have an exact tie for first place.”
McCurdy said. “The guy there said
this may be the first tie ever.”
Every year, a lot of hard work is
put into achieving first.
“To prepare for TMSCA, we
spend at least 50 minutes a day practicing the different events,” McCurdy
said. “Students work on different
events each day and go over old tests
to learn how to do all the problems.”
The teams took 1st-3rd in almost
every division, wiping out the competition.
“Every win is a big for us, and

Think of the millions upon millions of Facebook users. While the
internet may be overrun with smut,
the most widely used site remains
the one that allows us to stay connected. This is because hate is not a
natural emotion, rather it is a sick
twist of our existence. All hate is
born out of love and fear, out of not
having what you love, and trying to
destroy what you fear.
People are so quick to hate those
that leave them, forgetting that the
first emotion they felt was in fact
love—so quick to hate, with bold
defiance, those who threaten them.
People forget that a flash of fear and

no contest is more important than
another.”
The following list includes highlights of this year’s champions:
Sweepstakes
1st Argyle 3557 points
Number Sense
1st team Argyle 742
2nd sr Ben Woolums 200
4th sr Jon Clark 187
1st so Matthew Hayden 133
2nd so Jared Cole 119
6th so Jack Graham 98
1st fr Ross Coker 222
Calculator Applications
1st team Argyle 943
1st sr Ben Woolums 255
3rd sr Jon Clark 229
3rd jr Davis Coghlan 227
6th jr Austin Stoops 185
1st fr Ross Coker 232
2nd fr Austin Horton 192
Mathematics
1st team Argyle 998
1st sr Jon Clark 290
2nd sr Ben Woolums 248
3rd jr Davis Coghlan 202
8th jr Austin Stoops 122
2nd so Matthew Hayden 118
4th so Allison Gant 108
6th so Jack Graham 96
7th so Jared Cole 76
8th so Haylee Whitworth 72
11thso Kathryn Harrington 52
1st fr Ross Coker 258
4th fr Samantha Rider 112
7th fr Austin Horton 84
Science
1st team Argyle 566

helplessness was the first to crash
over them.
So I will say again that hate is not
a natural emotion; no, true hate is a
sickly manufactured thing—something that is built up within us over
time due to our circumstances—
much as a great war machine is
constructed in a factory, only to be
unleashed to ravage the world and
those in it. And just as our manufactured machines have leveled the
beautiful earth we live in, so too will
our hate consume us. It will use up
everything we have in order to accomplish its seemingly impossible
goal, until we are left with nothing.
For more often than not we cannot
have what we love, or we cannot
escape what we fear, and no amount
of hate, or anger, or resentment can
change that.

1 sr Hunter Monroe 160
2nd sr James Thorpe 132
3rd sr Jon Clark 122
6th sr Ben Woolums 82
12th sr Holly Hayden 54
14th sr Kevin Fenley 48
1st jr Nate Graf 152
2nd jr Carson Wells 122
8th jr Bridget Church 36
1st so Allison Gant 78
4th so Matthew Hayden 58
5th so Kathryn Harrington 42
6th so Haylee Whitworth 38
1st fr Ross Coker 96
3rd fr Samantha Rider 50
8th fr Ben Brown 26
9th fr Jett Monroe 26
Biology
1st Hunter Monroe 86
2nd Nate Graf 60
2nd Allison Gant 60

So I would ask you not to hate.
Instead learn to let go of that which
you love, but cannot have; learn to
face that what you fear, but cannot
escape. More than anything though
do not give into the disease that is
hate. Do not return others hate with
more hate of your own. Instead pity
them, love them, for surely those
who hate were once scared hopeless
little children, children who lost that
which they once loved.

5th Jon Clark 46
5th Samantha Rider 46
7th Holly Hayden 42
Chemistry
1st Carson Wells 56
2nd Jon Clark 50
3rd James Thorpe 48
5th Nate Graf 36
Physics
1st Ross Coker 64
2nd Hunter Monroe 56
2nd Nate Graf 56
4th James Thorpe 48
4th Carson Wells 48
8th Ben Woolums 34
Top Gun
1st sr Jon Clark $1050
1st sr Ben Woolums $1050
2nd so Matthew Hayden
1st fr Ross Coker

Vase continued from page 5
piece that goes to the state
competition is a detailed picture of a
face.”
Many competitors are quick to
point out that art is very subjective
and therefore it appears unjust that
one person makes the decision opposed to multiple people discussing
the piece and weighing its strong
points and low points.
“The most bothersome quality
of VASE is the judges, in my opin-

ion,” Wells said, “I simply think that
having an artwork judged by a sole
person does not give an unbiased or
fair arbitration on a piece’s style and
the artwork’s skill.”
Even with the controversial form
of judging, most students still enjoy
taking a trip to share their artwork
with friends.
“I love the people, the inordinate
amount of obviously crazy artists, the
loud and unseemly games of Apples

to Apples, and the man in the gorilla
suit,” Thorpe said.
VASE may have its flaws and
strange people dressed as gorillas,
but it does one important thing:
share art. With so many talented
artists, VASE is a perfect opportunity
to get students out and talking about
their work, something students are
not encouraged enough to do.

APRIL WORD SEARCH

2-Apr Custodian and cafeteria appreciation week! (thru 4-6)
HS softball vs. Sanger (home)
3-Apr HS Varsity Tennis DistrictGoldfield tennis court, Denton
HS JV black baseball vs. Sanger
(home)
HS Varsity track vs. Sanger
4-Apr HS Varsity Tennis DistrictGoldfield tennis court, Denton
5-Apr UIL District One Act Play
Contest- Grayson Co. College
HS JV Tennis District
6-Apr HS JV Black baseball/Varsity vs. Aubrey (home)
HS JV Black baseball at Whitesboro
7-Apr HS JV Red baseball at
Whitesboro
HS Softball vs. Aubrey (home)
10-Apr HS JV black baseball/
Varsity Baseball/ Varsity Softball @
Whitesboro
11-Apr HS Track District meet in
Gainsville
12-Apr UIL Band rehearsal and
contest everyday through April
18th
HS Track district meet in Gainsville
13-Apr HS JV black baseball/ Varsity Baseball/ Varsity Softball vs.
Gainsville (home)
Peak Music Festival
14-Apr Prom 2012 @ DFW Marriott Solana in Trophy Club
17-Apr HS JV black baseball/ Varsity Baseball/ Varsity Softball vs.
Pilot Point (home)
18-Apr HS Varsity Tennis Regionals- Eagles Landing, Allen
19-Apr HS Varsity Tennis Regionals- Eagles Landing, Allen
20-Apr HS Track regional qualifiers
meet or area meet
HS JV black baseball/ Varsity Baseball/ Varsity Softball @ Sanger
22-Apr Chili Cook Off- Intermediate Fields
30-Apr HS Track Region II @ Texas
A&M Commerce
HS Varsity Tennis State- PenickAllison Ct (UT)

‘Overherd’ In The Halls

“I would be deaf and blind...”
-Sarah Khan
“Yeah, like Anne Frank.” -Drew
Davis
“Well, I plan on being here unless I
drop dead or something.” -Margaret Stein
Senior Clarke Overlander, Coach John King and Senior Connor York participate in the post-game press
conference after winning the state championship in Austin Texas on March 10 at the UT Frank Erwin Center.
The win marked the first state boys basketball victory for Coach King and the Eagles. Photo by Matt Garnettt

Connor York defents the ball at the Lovejoy playoff
game. Photo by Matt Garnett

“I would say YOLO but cats have 9
lives.” -Sarah Irons
“If I ran McDonald’s I would name
a sandwhich after you called McGorgeous.” - Freshman Boy
“I don’t think your shorts are desscode without your sliders.” -Valerie
Evans “I’m wearing briefs, get off
me!” -Drew Davis

Grant Stein rounds third base. Photo by Matt
Garnett

Senior soccer pictured with Coach Koke. Photo by Matt Garnett

“When I have a baby I am going
to name it Stacy so I will be Stacy’s
mom who has it goin’ on.” -Maddie
Martin
“She’s lookin’ at me like i’m coocoo nuggets.” - Alexa Ehlers
“I hate cats. I wouln’t mind if they
were endangered.” - Adam Khan

Lacy Blake serves the ball at the
tegion team tennis tournament.
Photo by Matt Garnett

Brandon Boyzuick pitches in the Prosper tournament. Photo by Matt Garnett

Senior girls soccer pictured with parents and coach
Goodpaster. Photo by Matt Garnett

Senior catcher Jessica Wittmis warms up pitcher Alyssa
Bruton before a game.
Photo by Katye Butts

Left: Cassi Hargroves and Madison Lee take the ball
from their opponent.
Photo by Ann Athey

Varsity cheer preps during pre-game region basketball. Photo by Matt Garnett

